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Outline
 Signal Operations are affected by two major elements
1. Internal Operations
• Signal Timings
2. External Equipment
• Controller, cabinets, detectors,
communications, etc.
 Recent Changes in Traffic
 Traffic Management Update
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Internal Operations - Signal Timing
 Who are the users?
 What things to consider?
– Field conditions
– Users’ requirements
– Equipment constraints

 How do we optimize signal operations?
– Calculating the Red, Yellow, and Green
– Calculating cycle, split and offsets

Defining what optimized timings means to the users…
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Users… more than just cars
 Residents of Chesapeake
 Commuters Driving To and From Work
 Commercial Traffic
– Heavy Vehicles
– Trains at Railroad Crossings
– Maritime Traffic at Bridge Crossings

 Summer Tourists
 Pedestrians
 Emergency Vehicles
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What to Consider when Timing Signals
Field Conditions
 Proximity of Intersections
– Limits of System

 Safety Concerns
– Storage restrictions
• Short turn lanes
• Mainline queuing
– Sight Distance

 Impacts to Adjacent Facilities
– Interstates
– Railroad Crossing
– Bridge Openings
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What to Consider when Timing Signals
User Requirements
–
–
–
–

Pedestrian Requirements
Emergency Pre-Emption
School Activity
Varying Traffic Demands by Time of Day
• Coordination versus isolated
• Minimum and maximum green times

Equipment Constraints
– When a non-vehicle call is placed, it often
requires 1-2 cycles for the intersection to
return to coordination
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How to Evaluate Signal Operations
 Evaluate using a Level of Service
(LOS) grading
– A to F

 Behind the Letter Grade is
Volume/Capacity Ratio
– When volume exceeds capacity,
the movement/ intersection is over
capacity
– Two Options to Increase Capacity
• More green time
• More pavement
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How to Calculate the Red,

, and

 What determines the time?
– All Red (1 sec to 3 sec)
• Speed
• Geometry
(3 sec to 6 sec)

• Speed
• Grade
• Human Factors
• Volume (how much traffic)
• Geometry (how many lanes)
• Phasing (order of movements)
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Developing Timings
 Cycle Length – Do they talk to adjacent intersections?
 Splits - Amount of time for each movement (left/through/right)
 Offset / Phase Sequence – Order in which they receive their time
– How do they arrive at the adjacent intersection?
– Order they are served at a single location
 For every additional phase added = 3-9 additional seconds of Y+R
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Developing Timings
 Things We Can’t Change or Control
– Volumes (When, Where, How Much)
• When
– Bridge Events (release a large group of
waiting vehicles)
– Pre-emptions (emergency and pedestrians)
• Where
– Diversion Demand to Avoid Accidents
– Detours
– Interstate backup
• How Much
– Volume
– Travel Patterns
– Overall Time Capacity (3600 sec per hour)
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Developing Timings
 At locations that are over capacity
– Timing can’t always fix the congestion and queuing
• Sometimes 3600 seconds is just not enough time
– Focus on pre- and post-peak hour time

 So, what do we fix first?
– Depends on how we define “Optimized Timings”
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External Equipment
 A complete system is required to
deploy and maintain optimized
timings
– Vehicle Detectors
– Communications
– Power
– Traffic Data
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Recent Changes in Traffic
 Dominion Boulevard traffic down due to construction
– Daily traffic is down ~9,600 trips/day (28% reduction)
• AM Peak shows a 32% reduction in trips
• PM Peak shows a 25% reduction in trips

 Similarly, Battlefield Boulevard traffic up due to traffic
diverting from the Dominion Boulevard construction zone
– Daily traffic has increased by ~2,700 trips/day (7% increase)
• AM peak shows a 42% increase in trips
• PM peak shows a 5% increase in trips

 Comparable diversion is projected at the Chesapeake
Expressway and George Washington Highway
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Upcoming Changes in Traffic
 Bainbridge Detour; in operation as of Oct 6
– Less construction activity along detour
– less traffic disruptions
– shorter travel-time
– Traffic Engineering collecting new count data to gauge
current diversion
 New Dominion Blvd NB Span is expected to open in early 2015
– Two-way traffic
– No bridge lifts (more predictable traffic patterns)
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Traffic Management Center
 Central System
– Provides remote capabilities (reduces staffing requirements)
– Allows for more robust library of timing plans to meet driver
needs (by corridor, by user, by events)
– Provides for visual observation of traffic conditions via CCTV
– Center staffed 6 a.m. – 6 p.m. Monday - Friday
– Proactively evaluate equipment adjustments needed
• Prioritize maintenance based on daily data
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Common Signal System Failures
 Vehicle Detection
– Failure mode will default to max green-time (dead time)
 System Communication
– Loss of traffic progression; coordinated signal systems
need communication between signals
– TMC can’t preform system diagnostics; signal tech must be
dispatched
 Power interruptions
– 40 out of 173 signals have back-up power systems
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Signal System Improvements
 Vehicle Detection Systems
– New cameras are more reliable, cover multiple
approaches, and can count traffic (tracks traffic pattern)
 TMC software upgrades (MIST)
– Improved system status capability; failure detection
 Expansion of TMC (2014)
– Additional Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras
– Enhancement of existing Traffic Adaptive Signal control
corridors
 Emergency Preemption
– Links data to TMC; tracks real-time and stores activation
history
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Summary
 Traffic Signal timings must consider all users and account for
traffic variations throughout the day
 Constant monitoring and adjustments are needed for signal
systems to operate effectively
 Equipment failures are a given
– Need to maintain good inventory of replacement
equipment (spare parts) to quickly address repair issues
 Technology is constantly changing
– Staff routinely test new equipment and technologies
 In terms of Battlefield Boulevard corridor,
– Staff evaluating signal timings to reduce overall delay
– Opening of Dominion Boulevard northbound bridge will
provide additional north-south capacity and should
provide relief to Battlefield Boulevard
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